
Budapest, 05.03.2008. 
 
 
Dear Future Exhibitors and Visitors, 
 
I would like to inform as well as disprove of a false information that was has been 
recently published on a homepage registered in America, and distributed among Europe’s 
and the World’s dog keepers. 
 
The Hungarian Kennel Club (MEOE) has been registering Hungarian Pedigrees and 
leading Hungarian Dog Shows for 110 years. MEOE is the single owner of all FCI rights 
in Hungary. 
 
For long years now MEOE’s has been engaged in litigation with a dissident organization 
not acknowledged by FCI. MEOE’s life and professional work have been embittered by 
the litigation procedure. This organization aims at undermining the 2008 FCI European 
Dog Show.  
 
Therefore you most probably received the mails and the homepage address containing 
abuses and false information from this dissident organization. The given homepage 
address is deliberately misleading by only having a 4-letter-deviation from the official 
European Dog Show Homepage. Certainly you must be aware that all information was 
published without name and signature. 
 
For the sake of more emphasis the false information contains videos of illegal dog 
breeding and illegal dog trading, which try to make MEOE the responsible body for all 
illegal deeds.  
 
We declare with high emphasis that we are unwilling to take responsibility for any 
actions in connection with any kind of illegal dog breeding due to the fact that the 
participants of these actions are not MEOE members and they sell their puppies 
without any official certificate of origin. 
 
I would like to officially inform you that there is no change at all in the schedule and 
organization of the European Dog Show of 2008, October 3rd, 4th, 5th, held in 
Budapest. 
 
Please enter the homepage of FCI whereas you can find the relevant and similar 
statement ( www.fci.be ). 
 
You can meet our activists regularly at any special Dog Show in Europe. This year after 
Milan and Moscow we welcome everybody at the Birmingham Crufts Show and at the 
Dortmund VDH Europe Show, followed by Lyon French Championship and finally in 
Stockholm World Dog Show. 
 



Our employees are available for you with any kind of information as well as at your 
service on site regarding the entrée forms and and payment possibilities. 
 
I would kindly call your attention to the fact that beside the European Dog Show each of 
our Breed Organizations hold special club shows too on the site of the European Dog 
Show. 
 
Please also see the entry opportunities at our homepage for these club shows. 
(www.eurodogshow2008.hu ). 
 
Please help our work by informing as many dog keepers and friends as you can about this 
information, as well as informing those who are interested in the Budapest European Dog 
Show. 
 
If you received the abusive and false email described at the beginning please also send 
this mail as response to the original distribution list. With this help you can not only 
contribute to the success of the 2008 European Dog Show but you can also prevent the 
spread of a very harmful procedure which can appear in any FCI country caused by the 
dissident organizations. 
 
Last but not least I would like to welcome you in Budapest, and promise that you will 
take part in one of the most attractive European Dog Shows of the decade. 
 
Best Regards, 
Korózs András 
President of Hungarian Kennel Club (MEOE)  
 
 
 


